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NEW QUESTION: 1
A medical processing company uses OCR to automatically extract
information from medical claim forms. Accurately recognizing
this information is critical to ensure customers are billed
correctly. To continually improve recognition results the
company needs the ability to generate a report of all
recognition characters changed by an index verification
operation. Where can the report data be stored and read by the
RV2 reporting tool?
A. Report data can be stored and read from a comma delimited
text file.
B. Report data can be stored and read from a database which has

to be located in an application directory.
C. Report data can be stored and read from a XML file.
D. Report data can be stored and read from a database located
in any accessible location.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A web application runs on Amazon EC2 instances behind an ELB
Application Load Balancer. The instances run in an EC2 Auto
Scaling group across multiple Availability Zones.
Every night, the Auto Scaling group doubles in size. Traffic
analysis shows that users in a particular region are requesting
the same static content stored locally on the EC2 instances.
How can a Solutions Architect reduces the need to scale and
improve application performance for the users?
A. Re-deploy the application in a new VPC that is closer to the
users making the requests.
B. Store the contents on Amazon EFS instead of the EC2 root
volume.
C. Create an Amazon CloudFront distribution for the site and
redirect user traffic to the distribution.
D. Implement Amazon Redshift to create a repository of the
content closer to the users.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
https://aws.amazon.com/efs/

NEW QUESTION: 3
Welche der folgenden EntitÃ¤ten eignet sich am besten, um die
Datenklassifizierungsebenen innerhalb einer Organisation zu
definieren?
A. GeschÃ¤ftsinhaber, der fÃ¼r die jeweiligen Daten
verantwortlich ist
B. Systemadministration, verantwortlich fÃ¼r
Datensicherheitskontrollen
C. Datenbankadministrator basierend auf dem Datenschema
D. Legal Compliance Team basierend auf den geltenden
Vorschriften
Answer: A
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